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To Our Valued Patients:

Thank you for your patience in waiting to hear what has been happening with me. I am thrilled to tell you

that Dr. Jeffery N.D. is taking overmy practice and patient care as of May 30th 2016.1 will be mentoring
him on ail my treatment protocols and assessments including MORA, REBA testing and EDS testing. He
will continue to provide testing through Spectracell and to deal with Lifelabs and Rocky Mountains
Analytical Labs to assist in any follow up testing you require. He will be maintaining my busy naturopathic
dispensary, stocking all of the same items you have come to rely on and he will be offering the same
pricing and 10% discounts for orders over $300.00 and 10% discounts to seniors. He has emphasized
time and again that he wants to follow my lead.
Dr. Jeffery will bring new clinical skills to the practice including physical medicine, bio-puncture for the
treatment of pain and advanced IV and prolotherapy injection therapies as he moves forward in his
training. At this time he does not have prescriptive authority in BC but he plans on completing the
necessary processes and examinations by January 2017.
Over the next five years I will be maintaining up to two clinic days per month either in person, as phone
consultations or as house calls if the need arises. This will also allow me to maintain your prescriptions up
until Dr. Jeffery is authorized to do so. I will be charging you directly for your visit fees. All tests,
treatments and dispensary sales will go through Dr. Jeffery's office.

Melanie (Fia) will continue her employment with Dr. Jeffery after taking a much needed holiday from May

23rd to May 27th. The office will stayopen this same week with meat the front desk. On Friday, May 27th
at noon the front desk will close for sales and we will then host an OPEN HOUSE until closing. This will
give you a chance to meet Dr. Jeffery and his family as well as give me a chance to say "Thank you" for
all of your support of my practice over these past 20 years! Nummy snacks and free give-aways provided.

My husband and I are committed to offering all the mentoring Dr. Jeffery needs to provide as smooth a

transition as possible to histake-over on May 30th and beyond. You will see us in the office in the first few
weeks of June for this reason. My clinic days will be on Fridays, alternating weeks and these bookings
are through Dr. Jeffery's front desk.

Dr. Jeffery will operate the same business hours Tuesday to Friday 9-5:30 and closed for lunch 1-2pm.
The phone numbers also stay the same, however the email address will change to

info@perceptivehealth.ca on May 30th. Fia will also be a great asset to provide a valuable bridge in the
continuity of your care.

I plan on keeping my writing schedule and will keep you apprised of my publications. My email address
stays the same at doctor(S)drpincott.com

Thank you once again for your continued support and for welcoming Dr. Jeffery. I am confident that I am
leaving you in caring and competent hands.
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